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Martin Luther King Jr. 

Zach B. 

Martin Luther King Jr.’s legacy is remembered as a great man who fought for African Ameri-
cans rights. Before the civil rights movement many African Americans were treated unfairly 
and unjustly, and were not allowed the same things as other people living in America. Martin 

Luther King Jr. took a huge step in stopping prejudice against African Americans through 
courage and determination and is remembered greatly for it.  The civil rights movement is 
known throughout the country as a great voice for African Americans. Some people are not 
as educated on this topic as others though, even though it is well known some people are 
just not interested in the topic. Luis V said, “I really don’t know much about it.” Martin Luther 
King Jr. was a very important person in history for many reasons. Aaron Z said, “He estab-
lished rights for African Americans that were not present at the time”.  

“It is a day in history that we will not forget because it was 
very important for African American rights”. –Aaron Z. 

African Americans did not have the same rights as other people and Martin Luther King Jr. 

played a big role in getting African Americans equal rights, and to stop prejudice. At the time, 
there were even laws that influenced segregation and even made it against the rules to not 
segregate. Dominique L said, “It was important that black people were able to gain true free-
dom from the laws that held them back.” A big part in getting rid of segregation was to get rid 
of those laws. “He wanted change, and he took a stand for his dream” is what Jack T said. 
“He made a change and had a dream” Kenneth M. Most people know about what the civil 
rights movement is, but some people might not know exactly what started it. Elijah F said 

“The cause is because people were not treated the same and felt the need to speak up”. 
There are other people who influenced the civil rights movement to and made a change. Ac-
cording to Colin K, “John Lewis is a civil rights leader who played a huge part in getting equal 
rights for African Americans”. Martin Luther King Jr. played a big role in the civil rights move-
ment, but he was not alone, and could not have done it alone. He was a great man who went 
down in history as someone who strongly changed segregation in the United States and 

helped achieve freedom for African Americans.  
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Local News 

Southwest Florida experiences cold weather 

Cori H. 

 

This past week, Southwest Florida has experienced unusually low temperatures. Ac-
cording to The Weather Channel, the high temperature on Sunday, January 8 was 63 
degrees Fahrenheit. That is nothing compared to the low temperature, however, be-
cause it was only 42 degrees (F). The cold streak continued on to Monday and Tues-
day, and while Floridians were complaining about the warm weather before, they seem 
to want the sun back. In fact, this past weekend, Florida was the only state without 
snow on the ground, according to NBC 2. 

“I think it should just be warmer,” Morgan V. said. Morgan isn’t the only one that feels 
this way. Kai N. says that he hates the new low temperatures. “The low temperatures 
were nice for a day or two, but it’s gone on for too long… This ends now” he said 
bravely. Colleen Z. stated her opinion on the winter weather by calling it “absurd” and 
“unique,” but she said that she’s now sick of it. 

It’s miserable at times, but it’s not that bad compared to the 
hot weather. As long as it doesn’t go on for too long, I’m okay 
with it.”-Madison L. 

While some students feel that the cold weather needs to come to an end, some enjoy 
the rare temperatures. Ana R. said that she’s “really enjoying the cool weather.” Mor-
gan V. says that the cold weather has affected her daily life because it has gotten cold 
even inside her house. Madison L. doesn’t like wearing warm clothes as much as her 
other regular attire. She also said that it’s difficult for her to walk her dog, since the 
wind and cold make it hard for both her and her dog to stay outside for more than a 
few minutes. Kai N. says that he hates the fact that he “has to wear extra clothes to 
keep warm.” Out of 5 students, 3 liked the cold weather, and 2 wanted it to be warm 
again. All of the students had an opinion on whether the cold weather should stay or 
go. 

Overall, students in Naples have mixed feelings about the new weather. Some like the 
change, while others wish the temperatures went back to normal. As for me, I’m COOL 
with it! 



Obama’s farewell  
 
Emma F. 
 

For most students in this school, Obama’s terms are the only ones they can 

actually remember, the only elections where they can recall sitting in front of 

the television and watching, and now, Obama leaving the white house will be 

another first on their list. “President Obama is the only president I remember, 

because I was 4 when he was elected.” Says, Nick R. Obama’s been the 

president of the United States for eight years, he’s helped, he’s hurt, and 

he’s repaired our country, this is our thankyou to him. 

Students such as Jesus M., aren’t really into politics, he said he’d miss 

Obama, because everyone does, but all in all he’s just ready for 2017. A few 

students I interviewed, also said that they were ready for 2017, but they 

would miss Obama and are thankful for him. 

Obama, was really the only president I knew but that’s because 

I basically grew up with him. I’ll be a little upset because of that, 

but I’m excited for new changes and new beginnings and that 

starts with a new president.” -Tassiah M. 

 

Obama was America’s first black president, the day he was elected was a 
very historic day for America, and students like Macy M. say “He’s changed 
our country you know, he’s showed us that a black man can be president, 

that’s pretty awesome, all in all I think he’s been a good president.” The U.S 
will have to say goodbye to someone who showed them that this country 
could change and accept other races. “I think it was cool that America elect-
ed Obama as our first black president, because people were starting to think 

the United States was racist, but then Obama swooped in.”  Not only does 
Riley R., think this, but so does Nadia R., who said, “Obama showed a new 
side to the country.” Students believe that whether Obama did good or bad, 
he changed this country.  

Political news 



Trump’s inauguration 

Tania M. 

 Inauguration Day marks the beginning of the new four-year term of 

the President of the United States. It’s a ceremony celebrated on Janu-

ary 20
th
 in Washington D.C., western front of the Capital Building. The 

twentieth amendment to the US constitution changed the date from 

March 4
th
 to January 20

th
.The U.S constitution only mandates the per-

son take an Oath or affirmation before he/she can take office.  Ashley 

P. a student from ENMS”I hope that this president will make changes in 

good ways that will help everyone in the U.S.” Also another student 

said “I believe he is not right to become a president because he isn’t 

going to treat everyone equal” said Jenny H. Kenneth M had stated 

that mostly everything Donald Trump has said will be a lie. Many stu-

dents from ENMS have different opinion on our new president which 

some students say it can affect many immigrants. Cyndi G. had said 

she will want to see how this one will be but that she doesn’t think the 

country will change. Michelle W. has said that she does not like the 

president. 

“I hope that this president will make changes in good 

ways that will help everyone in the U.S.” -Ashley P. 

 The Inauguration took place on January 20 during school hours and 

many teachers and students were watching it. As you would walk down 

the hallways here at ENMS you could see the inauguration taking 

place on live. Some students were amazed to Donald trumps speech 

or anything anyone said. Some other students weren’t paying attention 

and the majority of the staff were watching it till the end. 
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Editorials 

AWESOME  MOVIES TO COME IN 2017 
 

Riley R. 

There are some awesome movies coming out in 2017.  Some of these 

movies are: The Boss Baby, The Fate of the Furious, Leap, Smurfs: The 

Lost Village, My Life as a Zucchini, Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2, Beau-

ty and the Beast.  The movies I am most looking forward to include: Lo-

gan, The Fate of the Furious, and Guardians of the Galaxy Vol 2. East 

Naples Students shared their thoughts on the movies that are coming 

in 2017.  Emma F. from 7th grade said, “The movie I am most excited for 

is Beauty and the Beast,” and “I like live action better than animation.”  

Angie A. from 6th grade said, “My favorite genre is action, and I hope 

the Beauty and the Beast is as good as the classic,” and “Maddie Ziegler 

is a good fit for voicing the antagonist in Leap.”   

“The movie I am most excited for is Beauty and the Beast,” 

and “I like live action better than animation.”  -Angie  A. 

Faith F. said, “NOOOOO!”  she wasn’t going to watch it. She also added, 

“Pixar is better than Disney and my favorite Pixar movie is the incredi-

ble.”  Another student expressed her opinion on Pixar. Daniela D. said 

“My favorite genre is horror.” And “I would rather watch Disney than 

Pixar, my favorite Pixar movie is Nightmare before Christmas.”  Jeremi-

ah Burns from 7th grade says,” I have watched all of the wolverine mov-

ies, but it depends if I’m going to watch the next one.”   Taissah M. 

say’s, “No I don’t plan on watching the new fast and furious movie.”  

What upcoming movie are you most excited about? 



Highest-charting singles of the week 

Elijah F. 

Throughout the years many digital platforms have changed music consumption. Today 

artists in the industry can post a song on a musical distributor and have millions of streams. 

While back then it wasn’t that simple. Artists Like Ed Sheeran, Drake, The Weeknd are cur-

rently breaking the charts with millions of digital streams doing tremendous numbers in 

history breaking record every day. Spotify pays out somewhere in the region of £0.0049 to 

£0.0068 to artists per stream depending on a number of factors, including whether or not 

the listener is a paying subscriber. It means that musicians have to rack up around 150,000 

plays to make £1,000. (Patrick Scott)  

“Throughout the week I actually alternate between Ed Sheeran’s 

“Shape of You” and “Fake Love” by Drake.”  - Manuel  

According to Spotify, Ed Sheeran is currently breaking the charts holding both number 1 

and number 2 spots. “Shape of you” and “Castle of the hill”. According to Manuel he 

claims, “Throughout the week I actually alternate between Ed Sheeran’s “Shape of You” 

and “Fake Love” by Drake.” He boasts. Note that both those songs are breaking records on 

top 200 on Spotify. “Fake Love” hitting number 10 on top 200. This shows that many of the 

older music are still climbing the charts still this week of 2017.  

Other platforms such as Sound cloud, and Apple music both have similar charts. Except this 

week the trio “Migos” still hold number one spot on Sound cloud and same as Apple music; 

Consequently, the charts differ from Spotify. Ritchee confirms that more people on Spotify 

enjoy different type of music more than sound cloud. He says listeners on SoundCloud 

most likely prefer rap and R&B, where listeners on Spotify prefer more Pop music. 
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Pop Culture 
The Bye Bye Man Movie Review 

Aaron Z. 

*Spoilers Included* 

 The Bye Bye is a movie about when you get the bye bye man’s name 
in your head, he gets closer and keeps trying to get you to kill other 
people, but not intentionally as he warps the world around you. So far, 
based on trailers alone, the Bye Bye Man doesn’t look too good. As it 
relies on effects too much. Visual and audio effects. Zack B, says “He 
would not see the movie, because it looks like garbage.” The movie was 
alright, a couple of predictable jump scares, and some shtick that you 
would normally find in a horror movie “The movie was OK.” Stated by 
Kyle M.  The movie was alright, and after watching the movie, I found 
that the movie was exactly as predicted, with predictable jump scares, 
and a musical score that tries too hard. Sebastian B said “It wasn’t 
scary, and the acting was really bad, and the dog character looked 
poorly animated.”  

“The storyline was intriguing, but it was poorly pre-
sented. “ - Kaelyn T. 

The movie had a poor budget of 7 million dollars, so the movie was con-
stricted in what it could do, with visual effects, and movie props.  In my 
opinion, if the movie had a higher budget, they can make the movie look 
better, and possibly improve their ratings. Even though the movie 
looked bad, the acting was sub-par. They showed little to no emotion 
and they didn’t seem into the movie. There were some actors that you 
would notice from higher-end movies, such as Carrie-Anne Moss that 
portrayed Trinity in The Matrix trilogy.  Whitney G. says “The storyline 
was good, but the movie was bad.” The storyline was intriguing, but it 
was poorly presented. Kaelyn T says “The ending was bad; it was ex-
tremely rushed.” The ending was lacking in performance, as it ended 
with a girl reading the name, and then proceeding to say, “You know I 
can’t read in the dark.” Overall, I would rate the movie a 4.7/10. Due to 
poor acting and visual effects.  



 


